Optimization of the Magnetic Recovery of Hits from One-Bead-One-Compound Library Screens.
On-bead screening of one-bead-one-compound (OBOC) libraries is a useful procedure for the identification of protein ligands. An important aspect of this experiment is the method by which beads that bind the target protein are separated from those that do not. Ideally, such a method would be rapid and convenient and result in the isolation of 100% of the "hits" with no false positives (beads that display compounds that are not good ligands for the target). We introduced a technique in which beads that have bound a labeled target protein can be magnetized, thus allowing their convenient isolation ( Astle et al. Chem. Biol. 2010 , 17 , 38 - 45 ). However, recent work in our laboratory and others has shown that magnetic hit recovery can result in the isolation of large numbers of false positives and has also suggested that many true hit beads are missed. In this study, we employ a well-defined model system to examine the efficiency of various magnetic hit isolation protocols. We show that the choice of reagents and the particular operations employed are critical for optimal results.